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Introduction

The morphological component of grammar is usually conceived 
as a bridge from meaning to form (or viceversa). A morpheme 
should therefore consist of form and meaning:

 somos, andemos, tuvimos, amaríamos      (Spanish)

These various forms share both segmental (/mos/) and 
semantic (1PL) partials. On this evidence, morphologists isolate 
a morpheme -mos with a meaning 1PL. 

Things, however, are not always so simple.



Introduction

A well-known case is English -s (/z/, /s/, /ɪz/), which can be used 
as a 3SG, plural or genitive marker:

 screams, dogs, Michael's

The formal identity of these elements is usually regarded as 
accidental (e.g. Haspelmath 2003: 5) so that they would count 
as unrelated morphological objects -s1, -s2, -s3. 

The few who have argued the opposite (e.g. Leiss 1997) do so 
by proposing some shared semantic core meaning of all uses. 
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Introduction

We often seem to think it impossible for a single unitary morphological object 
to have more than one meaning. 

Morphological theory incorporates that assumption into formal models. 
Mechanisms like blocking or rules of referral are thought up by linguists to 
account for forms whose distribution does not correspond to a natural class:

Table 1: Present and past forms of the verb be

But, is this the right approach?

be, present be, past

SG PL SG PL

1 am are was were

2 are are were were

3 is are was were



The morphome

Some linguists (e.g. Aronoff 1994) have realized that a single 
morphological object can map into several different meanings.

“Recurrent phonological formatives (...) which are not correlated with 
any homogeneous semantic or morphosyntactic property and which 
cannot be derived phonologically but whose distribution (...) is coherent 
and can be proved to be nonaccidental.” (O'Neill 2013: 228)

Hua verb suffixes (Stump 2015:128 after Haiman 1980)
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SG DU PL

1 -ve -'ve -pe

2 -pe -'ve -ve

3 -ve -'ve -ve



Morphomes vs morphemes

Are morphomes and morphemes any different?

Work by various linguists (e.g. Martin Maiden) shows that 
morphomes can be diachronically stable and provide a model for 
analogical change.
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Morphomes vs morphemes

A continuum on the meaning side

g-: 3
-dan: PL

-sh: 2SG
-n: 3PL
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Morphomes vs morphemes

A continuum on the meaning side

-i: PL
-a: F.SG

dəy: 3.PL
bər: 2/3.DU
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Morphomes vs morphemes

A continuum on the meaning side

   -What is the feature 
structure? GEN/DAT or 
DAT/ABL? 1/2 or 1/3?

           Irreconcilable      
   syncretisms
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Morphomes vs morphemes

Identity of form cannot always be due to some extra-
morphological affinity.

Bidimensional distributions:
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Morphosyntactic affinity (i.e. a 
unitary meaning) explains the 
distribution of many elements.



Morphomes vs morphemes
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            -miź: 1 person object & 
            Plural argument 

                                                      Refered as monofocal vs polyfocal 

But there will always be some limit beyond which accounts based on 
morpho-syntactic affinity will be inadequate: morphologically stipulated 



Morphomes vs morphemes

Note that (lexical) meanings are 
not always straightforward

● Climb: move in a clambering 
fashion and/or upwards 

● -tza: 2 and/or PL     /     2SG, PL

● -onji: 1/2SG     &   2/3DU 
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Morphomes vs morphemes
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   But even morphologically stipulated 
distributions are often unmistakably 
non-accidental: e.g. the distribution is 
extended analogically, diachronically 
stable or repeated across exponents.

   Interim conclusion: language-
specific unmotivated categories can 
constitute the meaning side of the 
morphological minimal sign.



Measuring the morpheme-morphome continuum

Internal morphosyntactic coherence (based on Esher 2014:344): 
average proportion of feature values which are shared by every 
possible pair of morphosyntactic contexts in which an element appears.

Some clarifications:

-If a single morphosyntactic value exhausts its distribution the measure 
cannot be calculated and we are dealing with a morpheme.

-Every morphosyntactic context has to make reference to the same 
number of features.

-The description of the distribution must be minimal (i.e. it must omit 
values that are shared by all the contexts and distinctions which are 
irrelevant for the distribution of the formative).
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Measuring the morpheme-morphome continuum

L-morphome: 5 morphosyntactic contexts {1.SG.IND, 1.SG.SBJV, -1.SG.SBJV, 
1.PL.SBJV, -1.PL.SBJV} and just ten pairings, whose average cell similarity is 46%

English are: {2.SG, 2.PL, -2.PL}. Average cell similarity 33%
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Measuring the morpheme-morphome continuum

External morphosyntactic coherence (based on Trommer & Bank 
2017): minimum number of false positives and false negatives that an 
actual distribution gives rise to under the most efficient meaning 
hypothesis. It is the 'distance' between a given distribution and a 
morpho-syntactically natural one.

           If -2, then 1 wrong prediction: 3SG

           If 1, then 1 wrong prediction: 3PL           So in any case = 1
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Measuring the morpheme-morphome continuum

Paradigmatic constraints: number of morphosyntactic values  shared 
by all the contexts where a form appears.

'Randomness' of the distribution: 
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a 3-cell formative within a 3x3 paradigm can 
adopt 84 different configurations. 6 of them 
will be completely natural (i.e. describable as 
a single morposyntactic context) and another 
6 will be in the exact opposite pole, which we 
may call 'anti-naturalness' (internal morpho-
syntactic coherence = 0)



Conclusion

-Trying to classify morphological elements as 
morphemes or morphomes is not the best approach.

-There exists a continuum from the most simple 
meanings/distributions (e.g. PL) to the most complex 
ones (e.g. COM.SG or LOC.PL).

-Morphologists and typologists have to develop 
measures and tools to explore the diversity of form-
meaning mappings.
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